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ON THE CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM OF THE HYDROGEN ATOM
BY PAUL S. EPSTZIN AND MORRIS MUSKAT
NoRMAN BRIDGs LABORATORY OF PHYSICS, CALIFORNIA INSTITUTZ OF TZCHNOLOGY
Communicated March 23, 1929
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain expressions for the in-
tensities in the continuous spectrum of atomic hydrogen suitable for
numerical calculations. This purpose is accomplished by means of a
new integral representation for the wave function in this special case.
As examples of application, we calculate the absorption spectra of hydrogen
beyond the limits of the Balmer and of the Lyman series as well as certain
limiting values of the absorption.
1. Introductory.-The knowledge of the continuous part of atomic
matrices is necessary for the theoretical treatment of many phenomena
such as photoelectric effect, rates of recombination, intensity of x-rays
and others. But even for the simplest case of hydrogen-like atoms, ex-
pressions suitable for numerical calculations have not yet been given.
The general problem of normalization in the continuous range has been
elucidated by Fues,1 and a treatment of hydrogen-like atoms was under-
taken by Oppenheimer.2 The expressions he gives are, however, too
complicated to be of much use numerically. The purpose of the present
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communication is to supply this want for transitions from continuous
(hyperbolic) stationary states into discrete (elliptic) ones. Only one or
two illustrative applications of the formulas will be made in section 5 to
show their advantages for numerical purposes, while the main physical
discussion is reserved for a later publication.
The quantization of hyperbolic orbits was developed on the basis of
Bohr's theory by one of the present writers, especially with a view to
explaining photoelectric phenomena. After a first spurious attempt,3 it
was shown4 by him that in these states (positive energy, E>0) the azi-
mutal quantic numbers are discrete integers, while the radial quantic
number, and consequently the energy may assume any positive value.
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These conclusions have been strikingly confirmed by Schroedinger's wave
dynamics.-
The representation of wave functions which has been given by one of
us in a previous paper6 is valid also for the continuous or hyperbolic range
X(r) = rkiear' + l.2kr+ ~-)-(2a7)+r .1 1[+12k 2+2!2k(2k + 1) J
As in that paper, I denotes the total, k - 1 the azimutal quantic number,
s = I - k. The parameter a is given by a - -iue2Z/K21, and is con-
nected with the energy by the relation E = -K2a2/2As.7 It follows that
a is real if E< 0 (elliptic orbits) and imaginary if E>0 (hyperbolic
orbits).
The elements of the atomic matrix essentially depend on the integral
X = r3X1(ar)X2 (a'r)dr, (2)
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where xi(ar) and X2(a'r) refer to the initial and to the final states of the
atom.
2. Properties of Wave Functions in the Continuous Range.-For hyper-
bolic states the parameter I is imaginary as well as a(l = iX, a = i a |,
X and a I being real and positive). The question arises, therefore, whether
the function x(r) is complex. It was shown (loc. cit.) that our series (1)
is a limiting case of the hypergeometric series
x = r k-1 exp(ar) lim x=r/l#,, = F(-si, I,8 2k,, - 2ax). (3)
Making use of the expression of hypergeometric functions by a definite
integral and going to the limit fB = c, we obtain8
x(r) = rki 1 (2k - 1)H(k - I - 1) H (k + I - 1)
/e- (2t-)ar tk-1-1 (1 - t)k+l-1 dt. (4)
As k ) 1, this integral is convergent. Substituting the new integration
variable t' = (1 - ), we obtain a new form of the integral which differs
from (4) only by I and a being replaced by -I and -a, respectively,
i.e., it is the complex conjugate of expression (4). The function x(r) is,
therefore, equal to its own complex conjugate and this shows that it is
real.
From (4) we easily obtain the asymptotic expressions for large values
of r. We can divide the path 0 to 1 into two parts: (a) from 0 to - i a,
(b) from - ico to 1. We see, at once, that the factor with (1 - t) can
be omitted as negligible and that the two integrals become gamma func-
tions:
X (r) = (2k )! { (k 1 + conj.mp. (5)
r H~k + I - 1) (2a)k1oml, 5
or
I x(r) = (2k-1)! (T cos 6+ S sin a )/r, a = air-X log r,
4e- 1)'(6)
T2 + S2 = H(k + I- 1) 1(k-I-1) 2a I 2k'
3. Evaluation of the Integrals.-It was shown (loc. cit.) that the in-
tegral (2) can be reduced to the simpler one
co
0
We shall generalize the problem and are going to compute this expres-
sion for any values of a and a'. For the applications, we can specialize it
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again by assigning to these parameters their above dependence on I and
I'. For the case of real and integral 111', we derived a differential equation
for function (7) and gave its explicit expression (loc. cit.). Though the same
differential equation remains true in the general case, there arise certain
doubts as to. which of its integrals satisfies the physical requirements of
the problem. We prefer, therefore, to. evaluate (7) by a different method.
This method is based on the following representations of our x-functions
by a definite integral
( _ ~(2k -1)'1112 -+/ /x(s ar) - (2lr )!I(s) exp [ar - (s + 1)llilyl+l/2(2a)k+/2r-/'.g ~~~27ri (8)
t *J~~~~~~kk-1(2/2art)t 1/2e-Y'edt.
The path of integration is a complex loop coming from + o along the
real axis, making a positive circuit round the point t = 0 and going back
to + ac. In the case, when I - k is integral, the singularity in the point
t = 0 is a pole and our loop degenerates into a circuit round this pole.
This formula is easily obtained by using the power expansion of Bessel
functions and noticing that the integral in each term of the expanded
expression is a gamma function. The parameter y must have a positive
real part; apart from this, it drops out of the result and is arbitrary. How-
ever, it is valuable because by a suitable choice of its imaginary part, we
can secure the convergence of the following operations.
We substitute (8) for both factors in the integrand (7) and apply the
following relation from the theory of Bessel functions'0'11
Jp(2V)Jp(2VeCrdr = exp(- a + b _ t) Jp(2i/'ab/c).
0 (9)
The conditions of convergence permit us to carry out the integration
with respect to r first. One of the remaining integrations is exactly of the
type (8). Using this formula, we obtain an expansion with an Euler
integral in each term which we replace by a gamma function. The result
is a hypergeometric series
R( ') ( (2k-i)! Uk F (-s, - s', 2k, 1-R~s~s')- ( i) +a)k \U ! (10)
u = (a - a')/(a + a') = (1' - l)/( ' + 1)
s' being real, positive, and integral, this can be also written as)
R(ss') - (_ i)S (2k -1)! (2k -1)! l(l+ - 1) US+s
1(I + k-i) 11(1' + k-i) (a + at)2k-(11
F (-s,-sza + 1, 1)
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* In the special case, where the parameter I is also real this expression
becomes identical with equation (21), loc. cit.
The relation existing between R(s,s') and integral (2) can be derived
from previously established equations (loc. cit.) as
X(l, k + 1, a; 1', k, a') = 2k(2k + 1) (1 -u2)[R(s,s') - R(s + 2, s')].8a a /U
(12)
Unlike the preceding equations, this formula does not apply to the general
case of arbitrary a and a': the constants are specialized a =
-e/IK2,
at = ,ue2Z/I'K2, moreover, s = I - k - 1, s = P - k. An analogous
equation obtains in the case when k refers to the hyperbolic state and
k + 1 to the elliptic.
4. Normalization.-Our expressions become divergent in the case
I = 1', a = a', so that it is inconvenient to apply them for the purpose
of normalizing our functions. The theory of normalization for the con-
tinuous range has been worked out by Fues.1 According to him, the nor-
malizing conditions for our case can be stated as follows:
lim r_'Jpo(a)9(aa ) Fr2 {d) d-(a')X(a) 1d_2 = Ka1 L ) -~ dr Jo K2
He shows further that the bracket expression can be replaced by (S2 + T2).
sin ( 5a'- )d8/dr. According to (6) this leads to the expressions
(p2(a) = - 12a I2k-1 II(k + I-1) II(k-I-1). (13)
IrK2 (2k - 1)! (2k - 1)!
This is the normalization factor for the continuous range. It differs in
two respects from our previous expression for discrete states
2
_a I2a' 2k+lH(k + -_1) (14)
' 21'1lI(I - k)(2k - 1)! (2k-)(4!
In the first place, expression (14) refers to the intensity of a single line
(All = 1), while (3) refers to the density of intensities in the energy scale
(AE = 1). This involves the factor dl/dE = Iu/K2a2. The remaining
ratio can be brought into the form ( - 1)keTX/2 sin hirX. Mathematically
speaking, this is due to the definition of our x-functions by series (1)
which for the continuous range is equivalent to integral (4) taken from
o to infinity, while for the discrete functions the path of integration is
a circuit round the origin. It is interesting to note that for large values
of X this factor becomes one, so that the two expressions, referred to the
same scale, become formally identical.
5. Final Expression. Examples.-To obtain the square of a matrix
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element corresponding to the transition from 1, k + 1 to 1', k, we have
to form the product I = e2kV2(a, k + l),p2(a', k)X2. Our formulas (12)
(13), (14) give
k
K6k(k + If-i)! X4 n (x2 + X2)x=1
e p ( X 4 r t f/ )
323e6Z4s'!sin. hHX (2k - 1)! (2k-l)!
41'X/ (X2 + I'2) ]2k+22, (15)
l¢us- 1[F -s, - s, 2k, I1--)-2 F (-s-2,-' 2k, 1--2)
It should be noticed that '/X = /- E/E', I'X/X2 + i'2) = V/- EE'/-
(E - E'). Our final expression is convenient for numerical computations:
If s' is small, the hypergeometric functions are reduced to few terms.
If s' is even moderately large, they can be evaluated by the method of
the steepest descent which was invented by Riemann precisely for the
discussion of hypergeometric functions.
As an example of application, we give the curves for the continuous
absorption spectrum beyond the limits of the Lyman and of the Balmer
series (Fig. 1). We denote the limit of the series by vo and plot the co-
efficient of absorption per atom a, = (27r)3vI/6c against the ratio v/v0.
The scale is arbitrary and for the Balmer series ten times as large as for
the Lyman series.
Another example are the limiting values of the absorption for the series
limit v/v0 = 1. It is easy to see from our formulas that this limiting
value is the same as in the unresolved part of the line spectrum near the
limit. The decrease of absorption is steep on the continuous side. Our
limiting value applies, therefore, to either side of the series limit. In the
case s' = 0, k = I' we have: a,, = 4wr' K l"5'(e/2) 21'/3 2e2Z2 13 In
the case, I' >> k, on the other hand: a,, = 1104. 24K31 /Vp.2e/Z2c.
The probabilities of spontaneous transition differ from these expressions
by a factor const./I'4. Hence, in spite of the infinite number of quantic
states, the expression for the total probability of capture of an electron
is convergent. A s appears from Temple's work,9 it is of advantage to use
in the treatmrent of problemrs involving capture of electrons parabolical coor-
dinates. But we should like to point out that our expressions (10), (13), (14)
are directly applicable, also, in the case of parabolical coordinates. They
need only a change of notations to represent the functions, denoted by
one of us'0 by the letters M and N, and determining the matrices in this
case. We propose to calculate the rates of recombination by this method
in a later publication.
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ON A FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF OXYGEN
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The spectrum of the light from a mercury arc scattered by oxygen at
atmospheric pressure and photographed with a quartz spectrograph
shows, besides the Raman lines which have been reported by the writer
in other notes,I a series of doublets, extending from the ultra-violet limit
of the spectrum on the plate down to the visible region. This appears as
a fluorescence spectrum excited by the resonance line X1849 of mercury,
which is strongly absorbed in 02.
As it seems that this fluorescence of oxygen had never been noticed
before, probably because of its extreme weakness, exposures of 50 to 80
hours being needed to bring it out, and, as on the other hand, I have been
able to determine its relationship with the known 02 bands, I will give a
brief account of the results obtained.
A large Hilger quartz spectrograph was used. Wave-lengths were
measured by comparison with an iron arc spectrum to an accuracy ranging
from =E= 0.3 A in the visible to =10.1 in the far ultra-violet.
Before giving the observed wave-lengths of the lines, it is better to
explain the general structure of this spectrum.
From Ossenbriggen's work,2 we know very well the structure of the
Schumann-Runge band system of 02, a 3S - 3S transition, according to
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